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E-wallets navigate around cashA problem of 
infrastructure: 
E-wallets in Mexico 

In many respects, Mexico is a country of 
dual realities. As a middling economy in 
the wealthy North American continent, it 
comprises both sprawling metropolises 
and large rural swathes to the south. 
For years, Mexico’s geography and 
underdeveloped infrastructure have limited 
its people’s access to financial services 
and the country’s growth potential. An 
estimated 6% of the population lives at 
least seven kilometres from a bank or 
cash machine,1 while over half its adult 
population does not own a bank account.2 
 
Mexico’s overall fintech industry has 
the potential to benefit from a number 
of factors that could eventually solve its 
financial inclusion issues thanks to high 
mobile broadband penetration rates (88%)3  
and government policies. In 2021, Mexico’s 
digital payments segment is projected to 
reach $54 billion in total transaction value 
– that number is set to grow to $90.1 billion 
by 2025.4 These numbers explain the big 
appeal of the Mexican market for digital 
wallet operators.

Despite having access to a number of different digital 
wallets, Mexicans (like their neighbours all over Latin 
America) are used to working with both online and 
offline services, such as those offered by OXXO, a 
popular retail chain whose OXXO PAY service allows 
customers to pay for online transactions in-store,5  and 
Amazon’s cash deposit service, where customers can 
bank cash with local convenience stores to be used 
online as a kind of wallet.6

 
The Mexican digital wallet market is led by international 
offerings, like Visa Checkout and Masterpass, but by far, 
the most popular digital payment provider is US fintech 
PayPal, whose dominance is driven by its large global 
footprint and reputation for security. Another popular 
option is the local e-wallet platform MercadoPago 
which was launched by Argentine e-commerce firm, 
MercadoLibre. International transactions make up a 
quarter of Mexico’s online sales, so it makes sense that 
PayPal and MercadoLibre have announced a partnership 
to introduce more cross-border wallet solutions to their 
customers.7 

Despite its proximity to North America, OEM digital 
wallets are somewhat elusive in Mexico, but a handful 
of companies do offer the service, including Samsung 
Pay8—which launched back in 2018—Fitbit and Garmin. 

In December 2020, Apple began teasing the launch of 
Apple Pay in Mexico, though it’s unclear precisely when 
in 2021 the service will make an appearance.9 There are 
still no signs as to whether Google Pay will launch in 
Mexico, despite already having outposts in other Latin 
American countries like Brazil and Chile. 

As in Brazil, Mexican telcos have yet to launch a digital 
wallet, but direct carrier billing is proving to be a growing 
segment in Mexico with the potential to make big strides 
among its young, digitally native population. What is 
currently visible is the growing number of telcos that are 
bundling digital services into their packages. Telcel, the 
carrier with the biggest market share,10 now allows its 
subscribers to make a purchase through Google Play, 
while Movistar gives its customers free access to Spotify. 
Back in 2018, UK-based payments firm Bango launched 
Latin America’s first direct carrier billing (DCB) service 
in Latin America that allowed Nextel and Iusacell Mexico 
customers to make purchases off Google Play and 
access Netflix.11 



A problem of infrastructure 
and culture   

The government helps out (with mixed results) 

Despite the growing prominence of these alternative digital payments, 
the dominant payment methods in Mexico are still debit and credit 
cards, which make up 47% of total transactions.16 Digital wallets are 
catching up, with a 19% share of the payments space, somewhat 
displacing the use of cash in online transactions. 

Digital wallets still have a long way to go before they can be regarded 
as a true alternative to cash payments. E-wallets will benefit from 
Mexico’s strong rate of smartphone penetration (89%), but they account 
for only a sliver of total online payments – averaging a meagre 15% in 
2019.17 Between 87%-95% of transactions are still cash-based according 
to the 2018 National Financial Inclusion Survey (ENIF).18 Adding to the 
prevalence of cash is also the fact that most individuals continue to 
engage in the informal economy where six out of 10 adults are paid in 
cash.19

The growth of DCB in Mexico could be significant, however there exists 
real infrastructural issues at play. For one, despite high smartphone 
penetration rates, most mobile contracts in Mexico are prepaid, which 
makes DCB billing somewhat challenging for carriers. Furthermore, 
Mexico applies a relatively high taxation rate at 16%, making carrier-
billed services expensive and unattractive for customers.

Another major issue is the rate of digital payments adoption by 
merchants, the other side of the informal market so many consumers 
are bought into. Most merchants eschew card-based payments 
because of high costs—payment fees can add up to around 2.5%-3% 
of each transaction and may take days to process—and as a result, 
there is a prevailing sense of distrust around digital transactions among 
merchants.20 For small businesses, the time and financial cost make 
adopting digital transactions unfeasible. Cash, in comparison, is a 
known entity – one that is less costly, more trustworthy and immediate.
 
A number of neo banks and challenger banks are beginning to emerge 
in response to these infrastructural and socio-economic challenges, 
such as local fintech Klar—a “digital alternative”21 that would give 
customers access to a debit card and a line of credits—as well as 
foreign entrants, like Argentine Ualá and Brazilian Nubank. 

Mexico’s regulators and public policymakers have been working 
on a slew of initiatives designed to foster the growth of the 
country’s fintech ecosystem. In 2018, the Mexican Congress 
passed the Fintech Law which was designed as a “framework 
for key fintech groups”22 that would introduce certainty and 
regulation into the industry, as well as a licensing process for 
two types of fintechs: electronic money issuers (digital wallets 
and banks fall into this category) and crowdfunding platforms.23  
The legislation was heralded as a landmark bill which was 
credited for the 2018 surge of fintechs in Mexico. A 2020 report 
by Korefusion found that that over 200 Mexican fintechs have 
raised $1.3 billion in capital,24 with some like neo bank Klar 
raising an unprecedented $57.5 million, one of the biggest seed 
investments the country has seen.25 
 
Yet, major regulatory hurdles still stand in the way of the 
development of fintech and digital payment solutions.26 Despite 
the initially positive reception to the 2018 law, many argue 
that the law’s impact has been muted due to the imposition of 
daunting requirements and high costs that place licensing out of 
reach for most startups. As of January 2021, around 85 startups 
have applied for the license,27 but only one has been issued 
since January 2020 as a result of COVID-19 stalling the Mexican 
banking and financial regulator’s approvals process.28 

The new government has also attempted to solve the country’s 
financial inclusion problems through technology uptake. 

In 2019, the Mexican Central Bank launched Cobro Digital 
(CoDi), a digital wallet platform that enables instant transfers 
via smartphones and QR codes. The platform would cut out 
costs associated with digital payments for both consumers and 
merchants. In doing so, it will reduce the prominence of cash in 
everyday transactions.29   
 
“In the future, it will no longer be necessary to have a bank in 
the sense of a traditional, established bank,” said Arturo Herrera, 
Mexico’s Deputy Finance Minister, at the time. “Mobile phones 
will become banks.”30 

However, the service has seen lacklustre take-up. According 
to Latin American tech publication Contxto, although 3 million 
people have downloaded the app, only 167,424 users have 
actually made payments through the platform.31 The app is also 
still relatively unknown, with over 76.6% of surveyed Mexicans 
reporting they had no idea what CoDi was. And for all its 
future-forward promises, CoDi has not overcome the simple 
but widespread problem of access. It still requires users to 
have a traditional bank account32 and a smartphone capable 
of scanning QR codes.33 Only time will tell whether the CoDi 
platform will make a bigger splash among the population. 
Currently, infrastructure will continue to pose a significant 
impediment to progress for all e-wallets in Mexico. Cash is not 
just an issue of convenience, but also culture and context. 

Mercado Pago charges anywhere 
between 0.99% to 3.79% per transaction.12  

BBVA Wallet charges a fixed fee of 2.25% 
for every transaction made using either a 
debit or credit card through its app.13  

Merchants in Mexico do not need to pay 
any additional charges to banks for any 
debit or credit card transactions.14 

Top e-wallets: Mercado Pago, BBVA 
Wallet and Citi Pay.15

A sampling of 
popular e-wallets 
across markets 
and their fees
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